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Business for Good
SEPTEMBER 2017 — AUGUST 2019

From helping Ottawa students learn about Canada’s 
history and what reconciliation means to them,  
to fundraising concerts for Girls+ Rock Ottawa, to 
supporting health innovation and driving business 
strategy for a charity, MediaStyle works to reinvest 
in the communities that invest in us.
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By the Numbers

ORGANIZATIONS

19+

HOURS OF WORK

960

IN CASH DONATION

$2,650

BURSARIES

$15,000

IN PRO BONO WORK

$130,000

SUPPORT:



Highlights include...

TEN ACTS OF TENACITY:  

This past year, MediaStyle celebrated ten years as a progressive public affairs firm. 
We’ve come a long way from the media training and style consulting firm from 
which we began. Our beginnings were as a scrappy startup; now we inhabit two 
floors in a heritage building, have a team of ten working on some really exciting 
and important files, and we work every day knowing we are helping make the 
world better. 

We feel so grateful to have been able to spend the past ten years partnering  
with like-minded organizations to create positive change on issues that matter  
to Canadians. Ten years felt like an important milestone to us, so we wanted  
to celebrate.

The Ten Acts of Tenacity campaign was a series of ten actions that gave thanks 
to the Ottawa community by supporting local organizations, hosting events,  
honouring community  changemakers, and providing  donations to organizations 
that deserve support. We also held a final celebration that took place at our office 
in January 2019. 

Recognizing that each of our staff brings a unique set of passions and skills, we let 
them choose an action that they felt personally connected to and reflected the 
values of MediaStyle. 

Preparations for this series including branding, brainstorming and event planning 
began in December 2018,  and was rolled out in 2019. We’re thrilled with how 
this campaign turned out, and are delighted to provide a small snapshot of the 
fantastic organizations and individuals our team was able to support. 

• A  CONCERT HELD IN THE COMMONS

• TWO DONATIONS TO EMPOWER LOCAL YOUTH

• THREE ACTS OF SUPPORT FOR FUTURE COMMUNICATORS

• FOUR PORTRAITS OF COMMUNITY LEADERS AND CHANGEMAKERS 
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Girls+ Rock Ottawa

One of MediaStyle’s Ten Acts of Tenacity included a local concert to raise 
awareness and money for Girls+ Rock Ottawa, which took place in January 2019. 
Girls+ Rock Ottawa is a local organization that offers music-based programming to 
foster empowerment, inclusivity and community to girls, women, femmes, trans, 
non-binary, two-spirit, and gender non-conforming folks.  

MediaStyle wanted to work with Girls+ Rock Ottawa as we have a firm belief in 
equity for all, and support feminist movements. Girls+ Rock Ottawa’s pillars include 
inclusivity, empowerment, community, and fun — all elements that we support, 
and need to see more of in the Ottawa community. 

MediaStyle promoted and booked artists, created materials, and advertised the 
event. The concert featured talented local artists such as Kim Kimbit, Black Wax, 
Lucila Al Mar, and Jessie Simmons. It was an intimate evening  focused on uplifting 
women in the Ottawa music scene. 

The event highlighted the important work that Girls+ Rock Ottawa is doing 
within the Ottawa music community, and focused on supporting their future 
development and continued success. 
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IMPACTFUL OTTAWA

A Portrait Series

For our second Act of Tenacity, MediaStyle’s Design Strategist decided to thank 
people who work everyday to make Ottawa a better place by creating custom 
colourful portraits that illustrated their bright personalities. For the portrait  
series, we sought out individuals who represent the values in MediaStyle’s pillars. 

With many excellent options, we narrowed down the ranks to Elder Claudette 
Commanda, Amanda Jetté Knox, Lyra Evans, and Dillon Black. All four people 
support the city in many ways - pushing boundaries for education, mental health, 
gender and sexual diversity/equity and reconciliation. We were honoured to be  
able to highlight the important work these changemakers do to make Ottawa  
a better place. 
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HAMPERS AND MEDIA TRAINING FOR 

The Boys and Girls Club

The Boys and Girls Club of Ottawa has served the Ottawa community since 1923, 
providing 4,500 children and youth in seven at-risk neighbourhoods across the 
city with a safe place to be during after-school and weekend hours. BGCO offers 
a variety of programs that provide children and youth with new opportunities, 
help them to overcome barriers, build positive relationships and develop life skills. 
The organization’s pillars like education, healthy lifestyles, and creative arts aligns 
perfectly with our own.

The Boys and Girls Club has programs to help deliver gifts to their members and 
local families during the holiday season. MediaStyle assisted with two of these 
programs by providing a Holiday Hamper to one of the families and provided 
a donation to help fund their holiday parties. MediaStyle also provided media 
training to Boys and Girls Club staff at no cost. We were thrilled to be able to 
support an important local initiative that supports families during the holidays.
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The Ten Oaks Project

Ten Oaks Project is a charitable, volunteer-driven organization that engages and 
connects children and youth from LGBTQ+ families, identities, and communities. 
Through summer camps and other programming, they create safer spaces where 
young people can play, learn, grow, and feel accepted and empowered for who 
they are. The Ten Oaks Program runs two summer camps: Camp Ten Oaks for kids 
ages 8-17, and Project Acorn for youth 16-24. 

Project Acorn is planned and delivered by a Youth Advisory Committee, made 
up of young people who want to give back to their peers while sharing and 
helping them develop new skills. MediaStyle wanted to help because the Ten Oaks 
Project makes Ottawa a better place through supporting LGBTQ+ families. We’re 
committed to supporting and helping build capacity of organizations that are 
working to make Canada a better place. 

For this Act of Tenacity, MediaStyle delivered social media and communications 
training for the Youth Advisory Committee, helping them effectively tell the story 
of Project Acorn to potential supporters, participants, donors, and funders. 

Photos courtesy of Ten Oaks Project
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STRATEGIC PLANNING WITH

Eco Equitable

Founded in 2002, EcoEquitable Inc. (EE) is an award-winning sewing-based charity 
and social enterprise that provides a bridge to social and economic integration for 
low-income women, particularly immigrants and newcomers, while at the same 
time greening the community. They envision an inclusive and sustainable society 
where all people can realize their full potential.

MediaStyle helped EcoEquitable develop a strategic business plan so they can 
continue to be a strong voice for marginalized women in Ottawa. We were excited 
to partner with Eco Equitable because we believe in gender equity, championing 
women-led initiatives, and are passionate about supporting immigrants and 
newcomers. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA SUPPORT FOR

MarketMobile

MarketMobile is a local grocery store on wheels that provides access to fresh, 
affordable fruits and vegetables to communities in Ottawa. In 2014, MarketMobile 
retrofitted an OC Transpo bus using planks of plywood as shelves, handwritten 
signs and a variety of baskets and crates to hold fresh produce. The project 
initially began as a pilot, but has since expanded to regularly serve ten locations 
throughout the city. MarketMobile chooses locations based on community access 
and need for affordable healthy foods.

MediaStyle wanted to help because MarketMobile’s desire to provide access to 
healthy foods aligns with our commitment to  improving health outcomes for 
all Canadians. MediaStyle visited them onsite and met with staff, customers and 
volunteers to help tell their stories in creative and innovative ways. Out of this, 
MediaStyle produced a series of social media shareables and content that they 
could use to help build greater awareness of this initiative at no cost. Supporting 
this initiative was important to us because we believe that all Canadians should 
have access to affordable, healthy foods. 
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COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT FOR

StopGap Ottawa

StopGap Ottawa is volunteer-run grassroots initiative determined to make our city 
more accessible. Through community build workshops facilitated by Makerspace 
Ottawa and the Ottawa Tool Library, StopGap builds custom ramps for local 
businesses that have one-step entries, creating inclusive and barrier-free spaces. 

Inclusivity is very important to us, and we’re continually working to ensure we take 
all steps to make our work as accessible as possible. Unfortunately, our office is 
located in a three-story walk-up in a heritage building that cannot be retrofitted 
to become accessible. We recognize this means some people are unable to visit us 
or participate in events we host in our office. While nothing can make up for the 
exclusion this creates, we wanted to support StopGap Ottawa in the important 
work they do to help make Ottawa a more accessible city. 

We produced branded templates for the StopGap team to help streamline their 
outreach efforts to businesses, volunteers, and sponsors. We also created a 
social media calendar as well as shareables to help bolster online engagement 
and grow the StopGap Ottawa brand on Twitter and Facebook. We’re passionate 
about supporting like-minded organizations who believe in making Ottawa more 
accessible for everyone, and were honoured to work with StopGap. 

Photo courtesy of @stopgapfoundation 
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WORKSHOP FOR YOUTH AT

Maniwaki Friendship Centre 

Located approximately an hour outside of downtown Ottawa, the Maniwaki Native 
Friendship Centre works to improve the quality of urban Indigenous life through 
providing access to services, information, referrals to programs, and advocacy.  
The Friendship Centre encourages holistic healthy lifestyles, offers cultural 
activities and eases the transition to urban living. As part of its programming, they 
host a weekly homework club for Indigenous youth.

MediaStyle has supported the friendship centre movement over the past ten 
years, and asked Elder Claudette Commanda how we could best help out. We had 
planned to go to Maniwaki to host a workshop for youth at the friendship centre 
on how to build their own personal brand, but unfortunately the scheduling did 
not work out. In lieu of being able to give the workshop, MediaStyle provided 
a $500 donation to the Maniwaki Friendship Centre to contribute towards the 
essential services and programming they provide. 

Photo courtesy of Google Maps
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Training the Next Generation 
of Communicators

The uOttawa Public Relations Association (uOPRA) is a student organization 
focused on arranging professional development and networking events. Founded 
in 2012, this volunteer group holds a conference every March, which brings 
together students from across Ottawa to hear from industry professionals and 
community leaders.

MediaStyle wanted to support the next generation of communicators, and held 
a half-day workshop for student leaders, focused on nonprofits and campaigns. 
These topics were chosen by the uOPRA executive team as most meaningful for 
them. A crucial component of strengthening our democratic systems is supporting 
the next generation of leaders and changemakers, and we were happy to be able to 
hold this workshop with student leaders.

Photos courtesy of @uOPRA
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MEDIASTYLE AWARD AT

Algonquin College

Algonquin College is a post-secondary institution in Ottawa that offers diplomas, 
degrees, and certificates in a range of disciplines and specialties. In 1994, Algonquin 
College opened up the Mamidosewin Centre to empower and support Indigenous 
students while they’re at school. The Mamidoswein Centre organizes cultural 
events, and provides access to  academic and peer support, and information on 
scholarships, bursaries, and other opportunities for Indigenous students. 

MediaStyle has been honoured to work on numerous First Nations, Inuit, and  
Métis projects over the past ten years. The idea of giving back to the communities 
that have supported and welcomed us was of utmost importance to us as an 
organization. We wanted to do something for the community that would be a 
lasting contribution, and endowing an award seemed like a good fit. 

We created the MediaStyle Award at Algonquin College, which will be awarded 
annually and provide approximately $500 to one Indigenous student in either the 
Public Relations, Journalism or Advertising Marketing Communications program 
who demonstrates passion and thoughtfulness in everything they do. The recipient 
will also have the opportunity for a paid placement at MediaStyle.

Screencapture from MediaStyle Student Award Announcement video
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Màmawi Together
MEDIASTYLE’S PARTNERSHIP WITH MÀMAWI TOGETHER

MediaStyle is dedicated to reconciliation, and supports like-minded individuals and organizations. 
MediaStyle has a longstanding relationship with Màmawi Together, and was happy to be able 
to continue to provide support for this initiative over the past two years and work to further 
reconciliation through education.

Màmawi Together is a community based reconciliation initiative of parents, students, community 
members and corporate supporters working together to bring Indigenous awareness and 
reconciliation projects to life in Ottawa, Ontario and across Canada. Through increasing awareness 
and education and inspiring civic action, their goal is to help heal Canada’s past and move us 
forward to embrace and celebrate an open, diverse and respectful society that is both sustainable 
and enriching.

WHAT DID WE DO?

Communications Strategy: MediaStyle worked to create a communications strategy for Màmawi 
Together’s 2019 national challenge launch. The national challenge calls on educational institutions 
from coast to coast to coast, to commit to Legacy Reconciliation Projects that will have a long-
lasting meaningful impact in increasing Indigenous awareness, education, and reconciliation 
activities. The strategy outlined key messages, promotional tactics, and media relations strategies  
to use ahead of the launch. 

Website Design: MediaStyle provided Màmawi Together with support in designing their French 
language website, and updating their English site. Under the direction of Màmawi Together, 
MediaStyle helped with writing and organizing website content, layout, and design. MediaStyle also 
helped create a poster for Màmawi Together Education Day, which was a day of workshops, panels  
and speakers for elementary and high school students to meet new people, learn from each other, 
and collaborate on reconciliation efforts.

Video Editing and Design: MediaStyle also helped to edit some videos from the Màmawi Together 
speaker series, and created shareables.

OUTCOMES

Over the past two years, MediaStyle has ensured Màmawi Together has an up to date website  
clearly outlining their mission,  goals, and upcoming  events in both official languages so they can 
continue generating public interest and support for the work they’re doing to further reconciliation. 
We also helped make sure they had the resources to successfully promote and launch their 2019 
speaker series.
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Travers Debates
MEDIASTYLE’S PARTNERSHIP WITH THE TRAVERS DEBATES

One of MediaStyle’s six pillars is democracy, and we are committed to partnering with organizations 
working to improve and enhance our democratic institutions. The Travers Debates are hosted 
by the Travers Fellowship, which was created to honour the importance Jim Travers placed 
on international reporting, and his passion for ensuring  Canadians have access to in-depth 
international reporting. A strong press, both nationally and internationally plays a vital role in our 
democratic institutions, and MediaStyle was happy to once again support the Travers Debates. 

We have donated our time since the inception of the Travers Debates by building and maintaining 
a website as well as offering live coverage and amplification of the event. Entering its fifth year, 
the Travers Debates is a fundraiser for the R. James Travers Foreign Corresponding Fellowship. 
During this time period, we helped with one of their events which was held on October 18 2017 at 
the Shaw Centre,  and included an audience of approximately 200 insiders from politics, media, 
communications and government affairs. 

WHAT DID WE DO?

Pre-Event Support: To ensure attendees and interested media were kept up to date, MediaStyle 
provided support leading up to the event, and updated the website as new information became 
available. 

Social Media: During the event, the MediaStyle team was on-site providing support including: 
photography and videography, curating the Twitter wall, and posting live content to the event’s 
Twitter and Facebook accounts, including creating shareables of particularly quotable moments. 

Post-Event Support: After the event occurred, MediaStyle updated the Travers Debates event 
website with new content.

OUTCOMES

Over the past two years, MediaStyle has worked to ensure that the Travers Debates has an up to 
date digital profile so that the annual fellowship can continue to award $25,000 a year to cover 
travel, reporting and research expenses and a stipend for a journalist. The award reflects the 
importance that Jim Travers’ assigned to international reporting and that all Canadians deserve first-
hand, in-depth coverage of important stories outside our borders.
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Hacking Health Ottawa
MEDIASTYLE’S PARTNERSHIP WITH HACKING HEALTH OTTAWA

MediaStyle is committed to improving the health outcomes of all Canadians, and we were thrilled 
to support Hacking Health Ottawa host their second and third annual health hackathons which took 
place at Shopify.

Hacking Health Ottawa is part of a global organization called Hacking Health. Hacking Health is an 
international not-for-profit organization founded in Montreal, with the goal to increase innovation 
in healthcare with a collaborative bottom-up approach, and by placing physicians and healthcare 
professionals at the centre of the innovation process. 

Both hackathons brought together healthcare professionals, designers, developers, innovators, 
patients and entrepreneurs to take part in building useable solutions to frontline healthcare problems. 
Initiatives like this play a crucial role in finding creative solutions that help to improve health outcomes. 

WHAT DID WE DO?

Communications Planning: For both events, it was important to find a way to highlight  
the successes of the previous year’s hackathons, and generate interest for the event in a way that  
reached their target audiences. The high-level messaging for the event materials focused on the 
uniqueness of this initiative and the possible ways the Hackathon can create real solutions to  
complex healthcare issues. 

Media Relations: Our team ensured the previous year's media list was up to date, and pitched stories 
to selected media outlets to generate interest prior to the event. We also promoted and coordinated 
on-site interviews.

Training: Before each edition, MediaStyle hosted a one-hour training session with Hacking Health 
volunteers to ensure they were able to produce on-site content during the hackathon, and operate  
the livestream. 

Social Media: MediaStyle was on site for the duration of both events to provide support, supervise,  
and direct Hacking Health volunteers. 

OUTCOMES

Leading up to both events, MediaStyle ensured that the Hacking Health project team felt supported 
for its communications, media and social media portions of the project. We worked to generate 
additional attention in the online space, as well as provide suggestions about how to evolve 
approaches year-over-year.
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Small Economy Works
MEDIASTYLE’S PARTNERSHIP WITH SMALL ECONOMY WORKS

Inspire Nunavut, an experiential social entrepreneurship training program designed specifically for 
youth living in Nunavut, adopted the name Small Economy Works, as an umbrella brand for their 
collaborations. MediaStyle is committed to helping like-minded organizations further reconciliation 
in Canada, and through this partnership we were able to help Small Economy Works highlight the 
important work they’ve done to invigorate grassroots economies and resilience in the arts, culture, 
essential services, food, and apparel. 

MediaStyle was excited to work with Small Economy Works and recommend various communications 
approaches as they looked to roll-out their new identity. 

WHAT DID WE DO?

Communications Positioning: It was important to create a cohesive identity and messaging  
for Small Economy Works prior to launching their new brand. To accomplish this, we provided  
them with the necessary tools to help them tell their audience who they are, what  they do, and  
why it matters. 

MediaStyle worked with Inspire Nunavut to produce a Communications Positioning Document, 
including a guiding narrative/story, key messages, and recommendations. We suggested launch 
communications such as an event, implementation of the “powered by” component of the brand, 
and identification of possible collateral needs. We helped with the development of a creative 
communications strategy, which included  survey design, research and analysis, and a strategic  
design-thinking workshop. 

OUTCOMES

MediaStyle helped support Small Economy works with messaging, and a communications plan to 
launch their new brand, ensuring it told their unique story and was representative of the work they do.
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Youth Active Media
MEDIASTYLE’S PARTNERSHIP WITH YOUTH ACTIVE MEDIA

Youth Active Media is an initiative of Youth Ottawa that gives youth from priority neighbourhoods 
across Ottawa the opportunity to learn the art of filmmaking. Youth Active Media empowers youth 
to effect positive social change through art while developing transferable skills, and providing 
employment opportunities for youth through paid mentorships.

WHAT DID WE DO?

MediaStyle facilitated a half-day communication and design workshop for a group of YAM youth 
and adult leaders. Opening with a creative and fun ice-breaking activity, we led the group through 
sessions on the principles of communicating online, and the basics of design and branding. These 
sessions were designed to support the branding and promotion of the organization’s new social 
enterprise, and to provide useful skills that youth can take with them throughout their careers.  
After our facilitated morning workshop, YAM spent the afternoon in The Commons conducting 
their own activities and brainstorming.

OUTCOMES

Youth Active Media youth and adults left the session with ideas and inspiration which they carried 
forward to the launch of their new social enterprise, Hot Shoe Productions. The brand identity 
for Hot Shoe was initially conceived on the day of our workshop. We look forward to seeing this 
amazing initiative succeed. 
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Commons Projects

Conversations in the Commons is an event series bringing together researchers, 
policy makers, and experts to talk about big issues in their respective fields. These 
conversations take the form of informal armchair discussions, facilitated by a 
MediaStyle team member.  

This environment is intended to foster questions, learning, and help to break down 
the barriers that can exist between academia, business, policy,  and the non-profit 
sector. MediaStyle is committed to being an active member of the Ottawa community, 
and these events offer us a chance to develop and strengthen relationships with our 
clients, and bring people together to discuss topics that affect us all. 

MediaSyle hosted four Conversations in the Commons between July 2017- December 
2018 with experts like  Dr. Tracey Lauriault, Carleton University,  Dr. Sandra Robinson, 
Carleton University, Isabelle Robillard, Director of Communications, Hexo Corp, 
and Mike De Souza, National Observer.  These events brought together clients and 
community members for discussions about big data, algorithms, communications and 
Canada’s legal cannabis industry, and communicating beyond the ‘green bubble.’

Community building is important to us, and we’re delighted to be able to facilitate 
events that bring diverse people together around topics that are important to us all. 
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Other Special Projects

All of our staff at MediaStyle are given three hours of pro bono time a month that they are able 
to dedicate to a cause or an organization they feel passionate about. 

Ottawa Renewable Energy Co-Operative (OREC) and CoEnergy Boards: One of our Senior 
Strategists, Andrea Harden, sits on the board of directors for both  OREC and CoEnergy. OREC 
is Eastern Ontario’s largest renewable energy cooperative, they use community financing 
to support clean, decentralized and democratically accountable energy projects. CoEnergy 
expands community financing to the adoption of sustainable energy projects in the region that 
improve energy efficiency. 

Ottawa Paw Pantry: Our Strategist Taylan McRae-Yu uses his pro bono hours to support the 
Ottawa Paw Pantry, a non-profit pet food resource that helps provide Ottawa residents with 
access to pet foods when they are unable to afford it. Taylan attends board meetings, helps 
out with events, writes content, and has pitched on behalf of the Ottawa Paw Pantry at Soup 
Ottawa, a reoccuring micro-grant event that supports deserving local organizations. 

Eco Equitable: Our CFO and COO Allyson Chisnall uses her pro bono hours to help Eco 
Equitable Inc. with their accounting, attending regular board meetings, reviewing their budget, 
and providing other input and guidance when relevant. 

Feminist Fair: The Feminist Fair is an annual event hosted by the Feminist Twins, twins from 
Ottawa who engage in public speaking, peer support, event planning, organizing rallies and 
workshops, and more. The Feminist Fair is a vendor’s craft market, fundraiser, and showcase 
for non-profit organizations. MediaStyle was delighted to help the Feminist Twins with media 
relations, and generate interest about this important local event. 

OCTEVAW: The Ottawa Coalition to End Violence Against Women (OCTEVAW) operates as a 
coalition model in Ottawa to unite frontline agencies, service providers, police, and community 
members in ending gender-based violence. MediaStyle Strategist, Bailey Reid, sat on the Public 
Engagement Committee as Chair. In this work, we collectively with a team of about 15 people, 
including frontline workers, police officers, and community members, helped to develop events 
and campaigns that reach the public. 
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Other Special Projects

Planned Parenthood Ottawa: Planned Parenthood Ottawa (PPO) is a not-for-profit 
organization that provides a number of services related to sexual and reproductive health 
including counselling, education, and other special projects. Our Strategist Sarah Harney is 
working with PPO to help create a communications strategy and campaign related to their 
Ottawa Medical Abortion Access project. MediaStyle also provided PPO with a pro bono ticket 
to our Campaign Camp event, so that they could brush up on their communications skills. 

Thirteen: A Social Enterprise: Thirteen is an entrepreneurial social enterprise program 
operating out of Parkdale Food Centre that engages youth facing barriers to employment in the 
operation of the social enterprise. Our Design Strategist Parisa Yazdani is currently working with 
the group to collaboratively design and develop a cookbook which will be an additional retail 
product for Thirteen. MediaStyle has also provided Thirteen with a pro bono ticket to Campaign 
Camp, to assist them in sharpening their communications skills.

Girl Guides of Canada: Our Strategist Maddie Field uses her pro-bono hours as a volunteer 
leader with Girl Guides of Canada. Girl Guides is a national organization that empowers girls to 
try new experiences, build life skills, explore their passions and advocate for a better world. As a 
leader for a local Brownie group (ages 7-8) Maddie works with other volunteer leaders to plan 
and facilitate weekly meetings as well as outings, special events, and camping trips.
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Donations by Organization

ALGONQUIN COLLEGE: $15,000

BRAIN TUMOUR FOUNDATION OF CANADA: $100

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF CHURCHES: $250

OTTAWA FOOD BANK: $250

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OTTAWA: $550

PARKDALE COMMUNITY FOOD BANK: $250

OTTAWA DOG RESCUE: $100

OTTAWA RIVERKEEPERS: $100

OPERATION COME HOME: $100

VOICE FOUND: $100

FRONTIER COLLEGE: $100

MINWAASHIN LODGE: $250

MANIWAKI FRIENDSHIP CENTRE: $500


